Abstract
Introduction
Building large software systems implies a lot of code functions and several hours of debugging. To avoid this, developers and programmers usually use code fragments previously written. Sometimes, this code fragments are adapted and inserted into new software. When this practice is for taking advantage of another programmer without permission, is called plagiarism or reusability.
On educational institutions with programming classes, the copy-paste-and-adapt-it practice is very often. Some of these changes are: variables renaming, data types changed, inserting/deleting comments, alter the instruction sequence; last, requires a deeper understanding of the code to be copied; several times, there is no time for doing this because of delivering times.
Even doing these modifications, the adapted code preserves its essence (structure); otherwise, the program probably would not accomplish its purpose. This paper is organized as follows: On Section 2, we described the techniques and the experimental procedure for code similarity. Furthermore, the results of this experiment are shown, the data test includes 210 C# codes from National Polytechnique Institute programming classes. On Section 3, the conclusions are presented.
Experimental Methodology
In order to obtain the code structure, mentioned above, we process the source code as follows: First, we did comments and code dependences (headers) removal; after that, we replace variable names and literals with pre-defined values. Once we did this, we obtained a transformed code into instruction representation level, this means, we identified the instruction type in the code, some examples are: {assignment, arithmetic, relational, increment/decrement, indexing, function calls} operations. Each of these categories has different operators from a high-level language programming.
To make this identification possible, we divided the source code into instructions. Each of these instructions has a real-valued θ ∈ R. (More details on Section 2.3). By doing this, we obtained a transform that preserves the essence (symbolic representation of the original source code into time series) of the instruction. These instructions are ordered as the original code.
Before we go into the algorithms, some definitions are needed. Now we are ready to go into the algorithms.
Fast Dynamic Time Warping
It is an algorithm introduced by Jang [10] The properties of FDTW are presented below:
FDTW distance is obtained using the algorithm:
By using this algorithm, we obtain : 
The warp path is subjected to the following constraints: 1. Begin / End: This constraint requires that the q 1 element must be mapped with the c 1 element, and the q n element must be mapped with the c m element.
Monotonicity:
The elements in the warp path must follow the next condition: w k-1 ≤ w k within their respective (i,j) index.
Local Restrictions:
The local restrictions are used to reduce the range search of the elements w using the neighborhood of a matrix cell. On Fig. 1 , a FDTW example is presented, using two input sequences, and its corresponding warp path. 
Subsequences Detection
Definition 3. Subsequence. The contigue elements of a subsequence, are defined as follows:
On Fig. 1 , we presented the FDTW similarity between two sequences obtaining FDTW(Q,C)=3; the warp path elements are shown with red border. The main diagonal is marked with the symbol ; when the warp path elements and the main diagonal elements are the same we obtain FDTW(Q,C)=0 , i.e., the input sequences are equal.
We base our idea on the following reasoning. The similarity degree between the subsequences is given by the relationship between the warp path and the main diagonal. Those elements which are included in the warp path and are parallel to the main diagonal, will keep a similarity degree; the closer to the main diagonal the bigger would be their similarity.
Our technique has been tested with Time Series, [3] obtaining the expected results, similar subsequence detection using an automatic no supervised algorithm and make no features extraction.
Source Code Transform
Now we explain the representation transform that we applied to the source codes in order to obtain its sequence representation (1).
Figure 2. Temporal alignment between two sequences Q,C. subsequence identification.
In order to obtain the source code sequence representation, we used the operator category of a language programming and the reserved words of the same language. On Fig. 3 , we shown the operators used in the experiments.
For each operators category β, we gave it a unique value φ ∈ R. Each operator α within the category β we assigned a unique value θ ∈ R, closer to φ. The value θ of the operators of each category β has the same distance between the elements of the category β , the same rule applies to the values φ between categories.
By doing this, we obtained two different representations of one source code: in first level, we reemplaze the operators involved in the instruction by the value φ of the category which contains the operator; in the second level, we reemplaze the same operators using the θ values, furthermore, we included the respective values of the reserved words, previously assigned σ ∈ R. Having in mind the previous rules, the intersection of the values φ ∩ θ ∩ σ = {} 2 . This avoids ambiguity between the operators category, the operators, and the reserved words.
Using the first level representation (operators category), we will obtain the essential structure of instructions. Using a second level representation (operators and reserved words) we obtain the essential structure with more details.
We present some results of this experiment. 
Results
The data set contains C# source codes from programming classes of the National Polytechnique Institute. These codes were modified by : reemplazing variable names, data types, alter the instruction sequence order, for mention some of them. By making these systematic modifications we obtained a reference data set, which are similar to each source code from the original data set. The input source codes to our method are free of syntax errors. On figure 5 and 6 , we show some of the experiments using a first level representation (operators category). On Figure 7 , we show the same source codes but this time, we used the second level representation (operators and reserved words), in this example FDTW(Q,C)=43.95.
On Figure 9 , we show two source codes with different purpose using first level representation. In this example, there is an evident difference supported by the technique shown above. On Figure 9 , FDTW(Q,C) = 72.50.
The results suggest that first representation level is used for obtain the essential structure of the code. If the FDTW distance is close to zero, we can transform the source code using the second level representation in order to obtain a sequence with more details. This, helps to make a more detail comparison.
By applying the method presented above, we obtain a similarity value between two source codes. When we use a data set in order to compute similarity among source codes, using our method, we obtain a similarity percentage value, taking in count the maximum and minimum FDTW distance given a source code.
On Figure 10 , we show part of the results obtained from the test data set. The query (input source code) is show as column, obtaining the source codes within data set with the minimum FDTW distance, these would be the most similar source codes. For example, if the query is the source code AMP04 (Fig.10) , the three similar codes with the minimum FDTW distance are: AMP09, AMP03, AMP05, with distances 12.80, 15.65 , 15.80 respectively. When we take the maximum distance of the source code data given a source code input, we obtain a similarity percentage. This means, the code AMP04, has a similarity degree of 97.43 % with code AMP09. The similarity degree between ED02 and ED03 (Fig. 10 ) is 97.14 %. Unlike ED02 and AMP06 their similarity degree is 49.19% . Figure 6 . Similar subsequences detection, using a first level representation, between two source codes.
Conclusions
We present a new approach to similarity problem among source codes, without make features extraction.
The subsequence detection method can be applied to any phenomenon that can be represented into Time Series.
The search of new and different representation forms of the entities for similarity comparison, allows the use of several methods and techniques from different specialty areas for computing similarity. . FDTW distances table from the test data set, using a first level representation. The rows within a red border, are the three source codes more similar to the input source code.
